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ABOUT OJSW

The Open Journal of Semantic Web (OJSW), an open access online journal, publishes original and creative research results on the Semantic Web. OJSW distributes its articles under the open access model. All articles of OJSW are fully open access and online available to readers free of charge. Accepted manuscripts are published online immediately. OJSW aims to provide a forum for sharing and exchanging ideas, experiences and research results among scientists and practitioners of the Semantic Web. OJSW publishes regular research papers, short communications, reviews and visionary papers in all aspects of the Semantic Web. There is no restriction on the length of the papers.

SCOPE

We are interested in scientific articles on all aspects of semantic web, including but are not limited to the following topics:

- Semantic Data Management and Optimization (e.g., Big Data, Graph Databases, Federations, Spatial Data)
- Rule-based Languages like RIF and SWRL
- Microformats (e.g., RDFa)
- Ontology-based Approaches for Modelling, Mapping, Evolution, Real-world ontologies
- Reasoning Approaches (e.g., Real-World Applications, Efficient Algorithms)
- Linked Data (e.g., Integration of Heterogeneous Linked Data, Real-World Applications, Statistics and Visualizations, Quality, Ranking Techniques, Provenance, Mining and Consuming Linked Data)
- Semantic Web Stream Processing (e.g. Dynamic Data, Temporal Semantics)
- Performance and Evaluation of Semantic Web Technologies
- Benchmarking for Semantic Web Technologies
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